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INTRODUCTION

About Kennedy Capital
Kennedy Capital Management, Inc.
is a boutique investment firm that
has focused on a goal of generating
attractive returns in the small and
mid-cap domestic equity markets for
our clients since 1980.

in mutually beneficial long-term
relationships.
Kennedy Capital has over 20 years
of experience managing socially
responsible client accounts.

We are an independent and 100%
employee-owned investment
adviser. Our team’s top priority is
working for institutions and highnet-worth individuals, fostering an
entrepreneurial culture that results

The UNPRI is the world’s leading proponent of responsible investment. It works to understand the investment implications of environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors, and to support its international network of investor signatories in incorporating these factors into their investment and ownership decisions. The six Principles for
Responsible Investment are a voluntary and aspirational set of investment principles that offer a menu of possible actions for incorporating ESG issues into investment practice.

Visit our website at www.kennedycapital.com and follow us on LinkedIn to see our latest updates and
insights:
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KENNEDY CAPITAL SUSTAINABILITY EFFORTS

Continue to offset 100% of paper consumption with tree planting in reforestation projects,
planting 308 trees since the inception of the program.
Expanded use of energy efﬁcient lighting and motion sensors to reduce power consumption.
Established Diversity & Inclusion Task Force to accelerate D.E.I. efforts at the ﬁrm.
Continue to promote employee health and wellness through reimbursement programs.
Upgraded HVAC equipment to improve building heating/cooling efﬁciency.
Partners with STL Youth Jobs to develop a talent pipeline with an emphasis on diversity.
Expanded conversion to electronic client statements, reducing paper consumption.
Implemented a company match for employee charitable contributions.
Initiated relationship with HBCU school to expand pipeline of diverse talent.
Provided laptops for local students shifting to a virtual school environment.
Established battery recycling stations to promote the ease of recycling for employees.
Upgraded and expanded electric charging stations for employee vehicles.

®
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OUR ESG APPROACH
The Kennedy Capital ESG SMID Cap strategy takes an inclusionary and exclusionary approach to
ESG investing. As part of our research process, we frequently identify companies that compete in
their markets by leveraging an environmental advantage or by developing a solution to a societal
problem. The strategy is fossil fuel free (no constituents hold carbon reserves), has superior
governance performance vs. the Russell 2500TM benchmark, and avoids companies that produce
ļĔÊ²ËËĔʞËõŕõĆţİÕ²İČĴʞĔİËĔčļİĔŕÕİĴõ²ĆŖÕ²ĭĔčĴʣ

The purpose of the annual impact report is three-fold:

1

To highlight
the impact of our
framework on
portfolio characteristics
in comparison to
the Russell 2500TM
benchmark

2

To provide
examples of portfolio
constituents across
sectors that represent
our inclusionary
approach

3

To showcase
Kennedy Capital’s
efforts at the ﬁrm
level to promote
sustainability and
ESG alignment

Exposure to compelling ESG themes:
Portfolio constituents, tied to KCM’s inclusionary approach, typically align
with one of the following themes:
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EMBEDDED IMPACT
ANNUAL CARBON EMISSIONS
(SCOPE WEIGHTED AVERAGE IN THOUSANDS OF TONS)

As compared to the
Russell 2500TM benchmark,
ESG SMID Cap has:

678
700

80%+
REDUCTION IN
EMISSIONS *

600
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NO TOBACCO
EXPOSURE

88

100
0
KCM ESG

Russell 2500TM

Data as of 12/31/2020

Christian McDonald, CFA®

NO CIVIL
FIREARMS
EXPOSURE

Portfolio Manager
Kennedy Capital Management

“Through the course of 2020,
our team was able to identify
several attractive investments
that ﬁt well with the priorities
of the ESG SMID Cap strategy. A number
of these companies are highlighted in the
Portfolio Examples section of this report.
We continue to view the small and midcap portion of the market as the most
compelling for investors seeking to align
their portfolios with critical environmental
and social developments.”

NO FOSSIL
FUEL
EXPOSURE

15%+ BETTER
GOVERNANCE
SCORE *

For more on KCM’s ESG approach and our integration
efforts, click: The ESG Process at Kennedy
Data as of 12/31/2020
*Please refer to page 10 for more details

®
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PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE [INDUSTRIALS]

Array Technologies, Inc.
Array Technologies (ticker: ARRY) is a leading provider of
utility-grade solar trackers – the structures that tilt solar panels
to follow the sun throughout the day. Solar trackers deliver
²ĴČŁËñ²Ĵɿʂ˫ČĔİÕÕčÕİëŘõčËĔČĭ²İõĴĔčļĔţŗÕÑʴČĔŁčļ
systems, and only increase the capital cost of a project by an
average of 7%. These systems make solar power generation
even more competitive with carbon-based power sources,
accelerating the transition to a lower carbon economy. The late
2020 extension of the solar Investment Tax Credit as part of
the COVID-19 relief bill provides further incentive for utilities
and large power providers as they determine capital plans for 2021 and beyond. While 70% of U.S. utility-scale
ground mounted projects in 2019 included solar trackers, just 30% of international projects (ex-China) utilized
this technology. This creates a long runway for global market growth.
Sources: October 2020 SEC Amendment No. 5 Form S-1; www.arraytechinc.com

PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE [HEALTH CARE]
“Being a responsible corporate
citizen in our society is
an important part of our
purpose and culture at AMN
Healthcare, so we are thrilled
that our efforts are both
impactful and recognized. It’s
especially humbling to know
we’ve received this high [Most
Responsible Companies]
ranking two years in a row
in part based on a survey of
thousands of people about
how they perceive AMN’s
social responsibility. You can
count on AMN to continue to
do more to make a positive
difference.”
Susan Salka
CEO, AMN Healthcare

AMN Healthcare Services, Inc.
AMN Healthcare (ticker: AMN) is the leading provider of healthcare talent
management solutions in the U.S. The company enables healthcare systems
ļĔĔĭÕİ²ļÕČĔİÕÕêţËõÕčļĆŘÊŘĴŁĭĭĆÕČÕčļõčëêŁĆĆļõČÕÕČĭĆĔŘÕÕĴŖõļñ
temporary talent and leveraging technology and consulting services to
drive productivity. AMN’s solutions have been a critical resource for many
hospitals battling COVID-19, and have relieved pressure for healthcare
employees working a grueling schedule for extended periods.
The company has a longstanding track record of excellence in diversity,
equity, and inclusion, which has enabled the business to attract and retain
ļ²ĆÕčļļñ²ļõĴĭ²İļõËŁĆ²İĆŘËİõļõË²Ćõč²Ĵļ²êţčëÊŁĴõčÕĴĴʣʃɿ˫ĔêĴŁĭÕİŕõĴĔİ
ļñİĔŁëñĴÕčõĔİČ²č²ëÕİİĔĆÕĴ²İÕţĆĆÕÑÊŘŖĔČÕč²ļ\]ʞʀɿ˫ĔêļñÕ
ŖĔİăêĔİËÕ²İÕĭÕĔĭĆÕĔêËĔĆĔİʞ²čÑʂʃ˫ĔêļñÕËĔČĭ²čŘʿĴÊĔ²İÑČÕČÊÕİĴ
are women. Newsweek named AMN to its “Most Responsible Companies”
list for 2021 – its second year in a row of such recognition.
Source: 12-2020 AMN Investor Presentation

Source: www.businesswire.com
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PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE [INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY]

Trimble, Inc.
Trimble (ticker: TRMB) provides productivity
software and precision positioning technologies for
the construction, agriculture, and transportation
industries. TRMB’s solutions – often GPS enabled result in higher crop yields, less construction waste,
ĔĭļõČõşÕÑİĔŁļõčëĔêŤÕÕļŕÕñõËĆÕĴʞ²čÑõČĭİĔŕÕÑ
worker safety. Through precise machine control
and fertilizer application, farmers can realize up to a
30% increase in yield and a 20% reduction in water
consumption. Fleet operators can experience a 30%+
improvement in utilization, with a 20% increase in
êŁÕĆÕêţËõÕčËŘÊŘĆÕŕÕİ²ëõčë\ʿĴŕÕñõËĆÕļİ²Ëăõčë
products and software. Construction customers have
experienced a 50%+ reduction in rework and a 30%

improvement in machine uptime via the company’s site
management software and heavy equipment machine
control solutions. On an increasing number of projects,
contractors are only able to be competitive in the bidding
process by integrating the productivity enhancing
solutions that Trimble has developed, all while improving
the environmental footprint of the worksite.

Sources: Trimble 2019 Environmental Solutions; https://www.trimblewater.com

PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE [FINANCIALS]

Voya Financial, Inc.
Voya Financial (ticker: VOYA) is a financial services company focused on
retirement plans, life insurance, and investment management. The company has
had a longstanding commitment to ESG principles in its operations – VOYA has
purchased renewable energy credits covering all company operations since 2007.
õčËÕɿɽɾʃʞļñÕËĔČĭ²čŘñ²Ĵ²ËñõÕŕÕÑ²ʂʁ˫İÕÑŁËļõĔčõčÕčÕİëŘËĔčĴŁČĭļõĔčʞ
a 71% decrease in waste, and an 88% drop in paper usage.
VOYA stands out in comparison to peers with its thoughtful integration of corporate
social responsibility throughout the enterprise. For example, VOYA’s Corporate
Responsibility and Diversity team meets regularly with the Nominating and Governance Committee of the
board of directors. Female representation on the company’s board and executive committee is 50%, and 38%,
İÕĴĭÕËļõŕÕĆŘʞ²čÑêĔŁİĔêţŕÕÊĔ²İÑËĔČČõļļÕÕĴ²İÕËñ²õİÕÑÊŘêÕČ²ĆÕÑõİÕËļĔİĴʣñÕËĔČĭ²čŘñ²ĴÊÕÕčİÕËĔëčõşÕÑ
by Ethisphere Institute as one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies each
ŘÕ²İĴõčËÕɿɽɾʁʞŖ²Ĵč²ČÕÑ²ʼÕĴļ|Ć²ËÕļĔ¥ĔİăʽêĔİĭÕĔĭĆÕŖõļñÑõĴ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴ
in 2020, and is a UN Principles for Responsible Investment signatory.
Sources: Voya Financial, Inc. 1Q’20 & 2Q’20 Analyst Presentations; www.voya.com 2020-11 Impact Report

®
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PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE [INDUSTRIALS]
The Case for
SMID Cap
Equities in ESG
Investing:
“In 2020, Kennedy Capital
continued to invest in our research
capabilities, adding two research
associates to our team. We
believe our integrated approach
to ESG analysis, organizational
structure, and targeted use of
data is well-suited to address the
complexities of ESG investing
in the SMID Cap asset class.”

Jean Barnard, CFA®
Director of Research
Kennedy Capital Management

Source: KCM White Paper: The Case for
SMID Cap Equities in ESG Investing

Mercury Systems, Inc.
Mercury Systems (ticker: MRCY) is a supplier of electronic components
and subsystems to the aerospace and defense industry. In 2020,
MRCY has differentiated itself relative to its SMID cap peers with its
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Within weeks of the pandemic
impacting the U.S., MRCY established a $1 Million employee relief
êŁčÑļĔĴŁĭĭĔİļ²čŘļÕ²ČČÕČÊÕİĴÑÕ²ĆõčëŖõļñţč²čËõ²Ćñ²İÑĴñõĭ
(loss of a spouse’s job, childcare constraints, etc.). The company also
increased overtime pay and committed to paying employees that
missed work due to any COVID-19 related closures.
Due to prior technology and training investments, MRCY was able
to quickly and effectively migrate to a work from home approach
for many roles. By late summer, the company established weekly
COVID-19 tests at its seven large manufacturing locations – a
testament to MRCY’s focus on employee health and operational
continuity.
With a highly skilled and technically adept workforce, we expect
MRCY’s actions in managing through the pandemic to deliver
differentiated ability to attract and retain employees in the future.
A Glassdoor survey ranked Mercury’s CEO, Mark Aslett, the #1 CEO
in the U.S. during the COVID-19 crisis.

25 HIGHEST RATED CEOs DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS IN THE U.S.
Rank

CEO Name

Employer

Leadership Score
During COVID-19

Industry

1

Mark Aslett

Mercury Systems

95%

Aerospace & Defense

2

G. Brint Ryan

Ryan, LLC

93%

Accounting

3

Michael Weinstein

AIDS Healthcare Foundation

92%

Health Care

4

Eric S. Yuan

Zoom Video Communications

89%

Tech

5

Stanley Middleman

Freedom Mortgage

89%

Finance

(Continued)
16

Steve Hasker

Thomson Reuters

86%

Business Information
Services

17

Shelly Sun

BrightStar Care

86%

Health Care

18

Krishna Sudheendra

UST Global

86%

Tech

19

Chad Richison

Paycom

86%

Tech

6

Aaron Levie

Box

89%

Tech

20

Michael F. Mahoney

Boston Scientific

86%

Manufacturing

7

Corey Schiller & Asher Raphael

Power Home Remodeling

89%

Construction

21

Scott Moorehead

TCC Verizon Authorized
Retailer

86%

Retail

8

Ben Salzmann

Acuity Insurance

89%

Insurance

22

Paul Markovich

Blue Shield Of California

86%

Insurance

9

Jim Kavanaugh

World Wide Technology

88%

Tech

10

Michael Schall

Essex Property Trust

88%

Real Estate

11

Steve Beauchamp

Paylocity

88%

Tech

12

Kenneth Cooper

North American Dental Group

88%

Health Care

13

Stu Sjouwerman

KnowBe4

88%

Tech

14

Paul Todd

GLG

87%

Consulting

15

Daniel Springer

DocuSign

87%

Tech

23

Mark Pearson

Equitable Advisors

85%

Finance

24

Steven P. Richman

Milwaukee Tool

85%

Manufacturing

25

Bill Goldstein

Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory

85%

Government

Source: Glassdoor Economic Research (Glassdoor.com/research)
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PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE [HEALTH CARE]

Premier, Inc.
Premier, Inc. (ticker: PINC) is a
provider of group purchasing
and consulting services for
healthcare systems in the U.S.
The company’s services are
central to the ongoing focus on
controlling the cost of health
care – a critical societal issue for the country: healthcare costs in the U.S.
increased to over $11,000 per person õčɿɽɾʅʞŁĭêİĔČāŁĴļˇʁʞʅɽɽõčɿɽɽɽʣ
|E]ĴÕİŕÕĴ²ĴļñÕõčļÕİČÕÑõ²İŘÊÕļŖÕÕčɾʞɽɽɽ˔ĴŁĭĭĆõÕİĴ²čÑʁʞɽɽɽ˔
ñĔĴĭõļ²ĆĴļĔ²ëëİÕë²ļÕĭŁİËñ²Ĵõčë²čÑÑİõŕÕĴŁĭĭĆŘËñ²õčÕêţËõÕčËõÕĴʣ
ñÕËĔČĭ²čŘČ²č²ëÕĴĔŕÕİˇʃʄÊõĆĆõĔčõč²ččŁ²ĆñÕ²ĆļñĴŘĴļÕČĴĭÕčÑʞ
delivering meaningful savings by optimizing the supply chain for their
members. In addition, the company’s QUEST data sharing initiative has
saved more than $18 billion of healthcare expenses since 2008, while
improving patient outcomes.

Societal
Issues due
to Rising
Healthcare
Costs:
“According
to the most
recent Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services data, national
health expenditures were $3.6
trillion dollars in 2018. This is
over $11,000 dollars per person.
In the year 2000, national health
expenditures were just over
$4,800 dollars per person. These
increases not only stress our
country’s ﬁscal policy, but also
impact individual families due to
the prevalence of high deductible
insurance plans.”

Ryan Dunnegan, CPA
Research Analyst
Kennedy Capital Management

Source: KCM Video: Evaluating ESG
Opportunities in the Health Care Sector

Sources: 2020-03 Premier, Inc. (PINC) Conference Presentation, June-2020-InvestorInformation-6.26.20.pdf, www.premierinc.com/about

®
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DISCLAIMERS Data as of 12/31/2020

How We Define ESG: Environmental: Prioritize companies that leverage a key environmental advantage vs. their peers. Significantly lower carbon
footprint vs. benchmark. Social: Emphasize companies that promote societal benefits. Client-driven restrictions on companies involved with
controversial products or services. Governance: Focus on board structure, compensation, shareholder rights, audit & accounting risk.
For the ESG SMID Cap Fund investors should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. This
and other important information is contained in the fund’s full Prospectus and Summary Prospectus, which can be obtained by calling (833)
737-7788. Please read carefully before investing.
Although the statements of fact and data in this report have been obtained from, and are based upon, sources that the Firm believes to be reliable,
we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions included in this report constitute
the Firm’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. This report is for informational purposes only and
should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. Allocations among industries, sectors and securities
may vary and are subject to change without notice. It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings discussed
were or will be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the
investment performance of the securities discussed herein. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. A complete list of all
securities recommended by KCM in the preceding year, a full compliant GIPS composite report, and the list of composite descriptions are
available upon request from KCM at 10 29 Olive Blvd., Suite 100. St. Louis, MO, 63141.
Top ten company holdings as a percentage of assets in the Fund as of 12/31/20: (1) Teledyne Technologies, Inc., 1.7%; (2) Unisys
ĔİĭĔİ²ļõĔčʞɾʣʂ˫ʨʰʀʱ¤²ĆČĔčļEčÑŁĴļİõļÕĴʞEčËʣʞɾʣʁ˫ʨʰʁʱİõČÊĆÕEčËʣʞɾʣʁ˫ʨʰʂʱ|ÕİţËõÕčļʞEčËʣʞɾʣʀ˫ʨʰʃʱ¤ĔŘ²:õč²čËõ²ĆʞEčËʣʞɾʣʀ˫ʨ
(7) Mercury Systems, Inc., 1.3%; (8) Hillenbrand, Inc., 1.2%; (9) Hannon Armstrong Sustainable Infrastructure Capital, Inc., 1.2%;(10) Walker &
Dunlop, Inc., 1.2%. Please visit www.kennedycapital.com for the ESG SMID Cap Fund holdings.
Russell Investment Group is the source and owner of the Russell Index data contained or reflected in this material and all trademarks and
copyrights related thereto. The presentation may contain confidential information and unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, dissemination or
redistribution is strictly prohibited. This is a presentation of KCM. Russell Investment Group is not responsible for the formatting or configuration
of this material or for any inaccuracy in KCM’s presentation thereof.
The Russell 2500™ Index measures the performance of the small to mid-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe, commonly referred to as “smid”
cap. The Russell 2500™ Index is a subset of the Russell 3000® Index. It includes approximately 2500 of
the smallest securities based on a combination of their market cap and current index membership. The Russell 2500™ Index
is constructed to provide a comprehensive and unbiased barometer for the small to mid-cap segment. The Index is completely reconstituted
annually to ensure larger stocks do not distort the performance and characteristics of the true small to mid-cap opportunity set. You cannot
invest directly into an index.
The Russell 2500™ Index is used as the benchmark. The Index is unmanaged and represents total returns including reinvestment of dividends.
The benchmark is used for comparative purposes only and generally reflects the comparable risk or investment style of the Firm’s strategy. The
investment portfolios underlying the Index are different from the investments in the portfolios managed by the Firm.
Carbon Emissions (Scope1 Wtd. Avg., mt.) is a weighted average of companies’ reported or estimated Scope 1 greenhouse gas emissions measured
in metric tons. Scope 1 emissions are those from sources owned or controlled by the company. The assessment is sourced from MSCI’s Carbon
Metrics database. Companies not included in the MSCI Carbon Metrics database are not included in the weighted average calculation for the
portfolio or the benchmark. The fund is assessed quarterly compared to the weighted average emissions (reported or estimated as sourced from
the MSCI Carbon Metrics database) of the Russell 2500™ index. The fund’s weighted average emissions aims to be at least 80% lower than that of
the index.
The Governance Score refers to the ISS Governance QualityScore, which is derived from publicly disclosed data on a company’s governance
practices and for which a lower score is preferable. The Score is calculated as a weighted average for the fund and compared to the weighted
average score for the Russell 2500™ index. Companies not included in the ISS Governance QualityScore database are not included in the
weighted average calculation for the portfolio or the benchmark. The QualityScore provides an indication of relative governance quality
supported by factor-level data. The fund’s weighted average QualityScore aims to be at least 15% lower (better) than that of the index.
Companies receive an overall QualityScore and a score for each of four categories: Board Structure, Compensation/ Remuneration, Shareholder
Rights, and Audit & Risk Oversight. A score in the 1st decile indicates relatively higher quality governance practices and relatively lower
governance risk, and, conversely, a score in the 10th decile indicates relatively higher governance risk.
The ESG SMID Cap Fund is distributed by IMST Distributors, LLC. IMST Distributor, LLC is not affiliated and does not distribute the ESG strategy
offered by Kennedy Capital.
ESG criteria may affect the Fund’s exposure to risks associated with certain issuers, industries and sectors, which may impact the Fund’s
investment performance. The Fund may forgo some market opportunities available to funds that do not use these criteria. Small to midcapitalization companies generally have a greater risk of failure, and their stocks generally have greater volatility than large companies.
Mutual fund investing involves risk; including loss of principal.

For more information visit our website at www.kennedycapital.com and follow us on LinkedIn to see our latest updates and
insights:
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